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Leonard Wilson, Esq.

Col. Robert Slimp, M. Div.

CofCC CEO Gordon Lee Baum, Esq, Linda Baum, Rene Baum

John Wall

Paul Fromm
Crowd Shot

Sam Dickson, Esq.

Col. David Cone
Local Country & Bluegrass Band
Page 13, top row: CofCC “Celt Fest” was held last March. Fifteen people competed in
five traditional Scottish athletic events. The events date back to a time when the British
banned weapons in Scotland, and men had to train with rocks and sticks. The event was
held right outside Knoxville. CofCC members travelled from Ohio, Kentucky, North
Carolina, and South Carolina to attend. Other events included a huge Irish/Scottish
themed feast, body painting, and door prizes.
Page 13, bottom row: National leaders of the CofCC at the funeral of Betty Furniss.
Smitty Smith of Alabama, Ray Martin of Alabama, Bill Lord of Missippi, Betty’s husband Arthur Furniss, Tom Dover of South Carolina, James Edwards of Tennessee, Bill
Rolen of Tennessee, and John & Brenda Casteel of Arkansas.

Louis T. March

A. J. Barker

Jackson, MS based Great Southern CofCC Board of Directors with Louis T. March.
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Tom Pierce doing a caber toss at CofCC Celt Fest

William doing the kettle toss at Celt Fest

CofCC protest at the “White Privilege” Conference in Minneapolis.

CofCC Directors Tom Dover, James Edwards, and Bill Rolen.
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WEBSITE

June 2011 was the most active month for the CofCC
national website ever. Lately, the amount of online donations and new members joining online have been
higher than ever.
Some of the chapter websites are being revamped.
The old South Carolina and North Carolina sites have
been combined into the Southeast CofCC site. The old
Mississippi and Nashville, TN sites have been combined into the Mid-South CofCC sites. Several new
webmasters have signed on to contribute to these new
sites to keep them more active.
There is also a brand new New Jersey/Eastern
Pennsylvania website. You can access each of these
sites from the main CofCC website at CofCC.org.
The CofCC Internet chat has been replaced with
an interactive forum. The website staff feels that this
forum will better facilitate networking between CofCC
members.

ALABAMA
Alabama has topped Arizona in Immigrant Law enforcement. Alabama’s new states-rights minded governor, Dr. Robert Bentley has signed into law a new
act passed overwhelmingly by the legislature to stem
the flow of illegal immigrants into the state. Some are
saying that the new Alabama law is stronger than the
highly publicized Arizona restrictions, some of which
have been upheld in a May ruling by the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Council leaders in Alabama have been in the forefront of the push for this sort of legislation in view of the
Federal failure to address the problem. Alabama has
taken this step before the state gets inundated with
the illegal influx. Alabama has not been as hard hit as
many other states, but the 2011 Census indicates that
its Hispanic population is now 4%, half of which is estimated to be illegal aliens.
The devilish SPLC and some liberal religious leaders are already protesting the new Alabama statute
and fomenting demonstrations. Some Blacks, stretching credulity to the limit, are even comparing the new
law to the so-called Fugitive Slave Act.
Leftists, who couldn’t care less about doing things
in accord with the Constitution, always like to cry that
constitutional rights are being violated by such restrictions, but they selectively fail to remember that the
U.S. Constitution clearly provides in Article IV, Section
4: “The United States shall guarantee to every state in
the Union a Republican form of government and shall
protect each of them against invasion...” The influx of
illegal aliens is clearly an invasion. Although the Federal government is the entity that is supposed to stop
the illegal alien invasion, the State of Alabama “has
taken the bull by the horns” in the face of Federal inaction. Precedent would indicate that legal challenges
to this new law will fail. The passage of this new law
should embolden other states to adopt similarly strict
laws.
The Alabama CofCC has four active chapters with
regular meetings in Florence, Cullman, Birmingham,
and Montgomery. Alabama CofCC Director Leonard
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Wilson puts out a regular newsletter as well.
Leonard Wilson was featured on WAFF, an Alabama
ABC affiliate. The station conspired with the notorious
left-wing fund-raising hustle known as the SPLC to do
an attack piece on the CofCC. However the news segment actually just makes the CofCC look quite good.
All the SPLC and WAFF could do was hurl childish
insults. Leonard Wilson, who was interviewed in the
segment, did a great job.
In Southwestern Alabama, our 4’x16’ CofCC billboard has been up on Route 59 near Mobile since
mid-December 2010.

In Southeastern Alabama, we have members hoping
to form a new chapter. Contact Hunter Wallace, webmaster of occidentaldissent.com at prozium1984@
gmail.com
Contact: P.O. Box 947, Jasper, AL 35502

FLORIDA
The Florida CofCC has chapters based in Jacksonville and Beverly Hills.
Currently Nathan Rager is trying to form a Tampa
chapter. You can contact Rager at alcofcc@qmail.com

and energizing a notably lethargic area. Mr. McGill is
on the lookout for stores and other locations where
he can pass out the Citizens Informer or place bulk
quantities adjacent to other publications to arouse interest. Readers in his area are encouraged to join him
in these efforts.
Contact: rebely@bellsouth.net
P.O. Box 29645, Shreveport, LA 71149
Tel. 318-631-1735
www.arklatexcofcc.webs.com

MARYLAND/DC
On May 21, 2011 we listened to a report on the activities of the new organization, “Youth for Western
Civilization”(YWC) whose purpose is to educate college students on what Western Civilization is all about
and what it has accomplished for humanity. This is
absolutely necessary since most Western educational
institutions are antithetical to their own civilization and
promote destructive Marxist, multicultural doctrines.
The organization makes students aware of the agendas of campus agitators and leftist speakers and helps
provide an atmosphere conducive to learning and
an appreciation of what our ancestors have accomplished. Fourteen chapters have been established and
about 14 more are expected by year’s end. American
Renaissance has initiated a marketing campaign to
solicit funds for this organization.
In furtherance of increasing knowledge of our cultural heritage, on June 18th, we participated in ancient
games that are precursors to the highland games
commonly held at Celtic festivals, and attended lectures on ancient Indo-European languages given by
local CofCC members.

GEORGIA
The East Georgia Council is staying busy in Augusta during the summer months with the following.
Members are attending local city and county government meetings. Council members have spoken out
in favor of cutting spending. Usually, it is black politicians backed by left-wing racial organizations like the
NAACP who are seeking to increase spending.
East Georgia members have in recent months attended Tea Party events; assisted with Confederate
Heritage recognitions; and donated food to food drives
for those who are down on their luck due to the economy.
If you are in the Savannah or Atlanta areas and looking to get more involved, contact John at cloudminer62@aol.com.
If you are in Columbus or the southwestern part of
the state, e-mail Hunter at prozium1984@gmail.com.

LOUISIANA
Rusty McGill is Chapter director for an area encompassing northwest LA and adjoining areas of AR and
TX. He is in the process of attracting new members
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Michael demonstrates medieval combat on
chapter president Sid Secular.
We are developing raffles to be held at future chapter meetings.
We are planning a meeting during July where members can present their ideas for chapter development
and for promoting our guiding principles, and to report

on their own cause-related activities.
We have lined up a tentative slate of top speakers for future meetings this year including Dr. Tomislav
Sunic, Sam Dickson, Dr. Spencer of National Policy
Institute, and Paul Fromm.
Contact: sidsecular@safe-mail.net
P.O. Box 8336, Silver Springs, MD 20907

MINNESOTA
The last few months have been tumultuous for the
state of Minnesota. In the face of the 12th annual
White Privilege Conference, devastating tornadoes,
and a twenty day shutdown of our state government,
the MN CofCC has worked hard to get our message
out. Our main efforts were spent getting the word out
and protesting the WPC. However, some members
also volunteered their efforts for tornado cleanup and
attended a speaking event with historian David Irving.
Contact: PO Box 7112, St. Paul, MN 55107

MISSOURI
St. Louis CofCC members participated in the Confederate Memorial Day observance sponsored by the
Major Utz SCV Camp at Fee Fee Cemetery in Bridgeton, MO, on May 15, 2011. Despite the heavy rain,
there was a good turnout and about half of those participating were CofCC members.

Several years ago, the Missouri State Legislature
passed a law making it a crime for employers to hire
illegal immigrants. Shortly thereafter, one of the sponsors was a speaker at our annual CofCC picnic in St.
Charles County. The state has done little to enforce
the law because the federal government insists that
only it can enforce immigration laws. In May 2011, the
U.S. Supreme Court upheld a similar law in Arizona.
Under the ruling, the states can make hiring illegals
a crime and even punish illegal aliens for using false
documents to obtain employment. A number of states,
including Georgia and Alabama, are moving ahead
with such legislation. At the St. Louis CofCC monthly
meeting on July 17th, they made it a priority project for
their members to press the legislators to start strictly
enforcing the crime of employers hiring illegal aliens.
Contact: P.O. Box 221683, St. Louis, MO 63122
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MISSISSIPPI
The CARROLL COUNTY chapter met on June 23rd
in Carrollton. Field Director Bill Lord gave a report on
the CofCC national conference held in North Carolina
in early June, and local issues were also discussed.
Council Director Reverend Dennis McKay spoke
about the spread of socialism in America, emanating
from both Washington and from legislation at the state
levels.
The WEBSTER COUNTY chapter met in Mathison
in May and conducted a forum for candidates for public
office who spoke on their candidacies and answered
questions from the large number of attendees. President Donald Woods presided.
The CALHOUN COUNTY chapter has named former Council President Jerry Mitchell from Bruce, MS
as their local Field Organizer. Mr. Mitchell has been
instrumental in the success of the Calhoun Academy,
a private, Christian school for grades K-12, where he
is a dedicated worker.
The GREAT SOUTHERN chapter, headquartered in
Jackson remains active and recently garnered unfavorable biased criticism from a local liberal rag intent
on promoting homosexuality.
Contact: PO Box 1204, Greenwood, MS 38935

NEVADA
Assistant Director of the Las Vegas-based Nevada
CofCC, Tom Townsend, is effectively leading the local
TEA Party. His group is an effective coalition of Minutemen, TEA partiers, and CofCC members.
He focuses on the immigration issue and works on
changing the minds of those who believe that “Enforcement First” followed by some grant of legal status
is the Tea Party solution. He promotes “Enforcement
Period!” as the only reasonable solution to encourage
the illegal aliens to leave. His group makes it clear to
political candidates that he will support them if they
pledge to work with us and work to defeat them if they
do not. The chapter distributes large quantities of literature including the “best-selling” Reconquista Plan for
Aztlan” and the popular “Immigration Debate Guide”
as well free copies of the Nationalist Times newspaper
and the Citizens Informer. The chapter participated in
the July 9th Conservative Leadership Conference and
the July 10th U.S. Presidential debate.
Contact: NevadaCCC@hotmail.com

NEW JERSEY
The NJ/Eastern PA Chapter has developed a new
website where members are writing articles on local
news issues and chapter activities (http://njpacofccwordpress.com).
This chapter had its first membership meeting on
Friday, May 27th in Central NJ featuring a presentation
by CofCC Director Paul Fromm. Chapter organization
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and activism were discussed.
It was a casual meeting where the members discussed chapter organization plans and future activism
opportunities in both states over dinner well into the
late evening.
The meeting was concluded with the announcement
that the Chapter intends on holding monthly meetings
in order to plan and report on activism in hopes of furthering our agenda.
Several CofCC members are working to help elect
a patriotic sheriff to office in a northeastern PA county.
The chapter is also organizing a regional CofCC conference for later in the summer.
The chapter plans to attend TEA Party and patriot
events regularly so we can gradually gain influence
and new members from our natural constituency.
Contact: njpacofcc@gmail.com
P.O. Box 119, Oxford, NJ 07863

NEW YORK
The NYC-metro TRI-STATE CofCC is engaged in an
ongoing effort to overturn a Soviet-style forced housing ordnance that requires that the county spend $62
million to build 750 units of “affordable housing” units
to be placed amongst 31 targeted areas in Westchester County, NY. One of the provisions is that the targeted areas must be less than 10% black and Latino
(Asians do not count towards the 10% minority quota).
The project was pushed on the county by the Obama
administration, which threatened to sue the county for
“housing discrimination.”

Locally Ken Jenkins, Chairman of the Westchester
County Board of Legislators who has stated that all
of Westchester County must become “diverse”, spearheaded the forced housing project. He is vice-chairman of the Black Democrats of Westchester, and is a
former NAACP branch president. He currently sits on
the executive community of his local NAACP branch.
He also hosts a public access television show where
he says he discusses “issues relevant to the AfricanAmerican community in Yonkers.”
Mr. Jenkins also stands to benefit financially as the
co-owner of ERA GEM real estate in Yonkers, NY. This
is a clear conflict of interest.
Jenkins is also pushing a bill requiring all landlords
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to accept Section 8 vouchers in county. The bill was
defeated earlier this year, but Jenkins is still trying.
The Tri-Sate CofCC has conducted several flyer
drops, which urge the public to speak out against Jenkins’ forced housing project and his campaign to get
forced section 8 housing.
The Tri-State CofCC has planned more rounds of
flyer drops in communities that have been targeted in
the forced housing project.
The N.Y. Adirondacks CofCC continues working with
local TEA Party leaders and some members are busy
helping candidates.
The Chapter continues searching for a CEO buyer
outside the area who will maintain the Conservative
format of a local radio station after a sale to a new
owner is consummated. Readers aware of such a potential CEO are urged to contact the Chapter leader.
We will do what it takes to avoid a “pinko purchase.”
The Chapter is working on new member recruitment
through having display tables at block parties where
the Conservative viewpoints on issues of concern to
the community are presented.
The Chapter is hosting an Independence Day celebration for author and college professor Kevin Beary,
whose classic, wryly humorous novel, The Savaged
States of America, depicts an extreme “gone wild” politically correct North America 50 years in the future.
Dr. Beary and other white college professors are having difficulty landing academic positions due to pervasive academic reverse discrimination.
The Chapter is working on a new and very important
project that illustrates the many problems associated
with transnational corporations and the tendency of
modern big business to destroy the traditional community. A utility company headquartered in Spain,
which has business worldwide, is trying to get approval from local governments to install a system that utilizes wind energy to create electricity in several areas
across upstate New York. The systems would create
“Infrasound,” a kind of noisy hum that would destroy
the peace and quiet of the area. The 500 feet high
industrial wind turbines would be installed at taxpayer expense, and the company would employ foreign
not local labor. The system would also raise electric
rates and lower property values in the area. Such
large scale operations destroy community by excluding small business and American labor and by creating friction amongst the pro and con factions vying to
adopt or reject the proposed system. Pretending to
be “green,” these projects are really all about money.
Should the company pull out of the project or fail in the
future, the community could be left “holding the bag”
in terms of not receiving any compensation since no
such provisions would be included in the contract. New
York State is already the worst among the 50 states in
terms of its deficits and debt and this project will only
make things worse. The Chapter is working with the
group “Citizens for Safe Energy” to abort this project.
The local TEA parties and Republicans have sold out
to the corporate interests. Volunteers are being sought
to distribute petitions for this preventive effort.
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NORTH CAROLINA
The North Carolina CofCC Chapter is meeting
each week for fellowship, and the Executive Director
is regularly meeting representatives from TEA Party
and other patriotic organizations to form alliances and
coordinate activities on immigration issues and economic issues, including the massive job loses in the
manufacturing and industrial spheres. Patriots and
CofCC members and friends should call Mr. A.J. Barker, Executive Director on 336-778-9047 to arrange for
a personal meeting with Mr. Barker to ascertain where
their skills and abilities can be utilized to have an impact on promoting positive change in these areas.”

OKLAHOMA
The Oklahoma Senate passed Joint Resolution 15
in the last Oklahoma state legislative session to put
an end to the state Affirmative Action law. It invoked a
storm of protest from the usual race hustlers living in
Oklahoma. The issue will be on the November 2012
ballot. It will pass by a huge margin. We are working
with legislators on having the ML King holiday repealed
by getting it on the 2012 November ballot.

PENNSYLVANIA
Several local members are assisting a very sensible
and sympathetic man to get elected to a local office.
He doesn’t want to be identified until it’s all over.
The chapter is in the midst of planning a large scale
meeting for the Fall. Details will be available later.
The PA CofCC continues to attend Tea Party and
patriotic events on a regular basis to gain additional
influence with and gain new members from our natural
constituency.
Kim Taylor will also be holding his annual CofCC
cookout this fall in northeastern PA on a private colonial era estate. Taylor wants to remind members from
out of town that he can accommodate several people
who wish to spend the night. The date will be announced on www.cofcc.org in the near future.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Members in Greenville are trying to bring attention
to a disturbing trend of Spanish language signs in
the area, including a “La Raza” auto repair shop. “La
Raza” means “the race” and is typically used by gangs
and the militant “Aztlan” movement.

Greenville who can devote a lot of time to holding
meetings and events. We have a lot of great members
in the area that would make good right hand men.
Copies of the Citizens Informer and SC CofCC business cards are being distributed at Dixie Outpost in
Travelers’ Rest.
Col. Robert Slimp continues to officiate at coalition
meetings in Columbia, SC every month. These generally occur on the third Tuesday of the month.
CofCC National Directors Roan Garcia-Quintana
and Col. Robert Slimp and other CofCC members
repeatedly met with legislators at the State House to
push them to vote on the recent immigration enforcement bill. Col. Robert Slimp even addressed the original state Senate Judiciary sub-committee which approved the bill and got the ball rolling.
Members in Charleston have been distributing SC
CofCC business cards. One trick recommended by
Kyle Rogers is to keep business cards in your vehicles
console. Look for a car with right-wing bumper stickers
when you park somewhere and then stick one on the
windshield.
A state meeting is being planned for the fall. If you
would like some SC CofCC business cards to pass
out, or you want to get more involved, call Kyle Rogers
at 843-597-4872.

TENNESSEE
On June 21, the crew of The Political Cesspool Radio Show met at a pizza restaurant to celebrate the
birthday of host James Edwards. CofCC President
Tom Dover made a surprise appearance at the party
and kindly treated all present to lunch. CofCC members James Edwards, Eddie Miller, Keith Alexander,
Henry Jones, and President Tom Dover enjoyed the
afternoon together. Keith Alexander took President
Dover on the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly tour of
Memphis, which explores the history of the city from a
racial perspective.
CofCC West Tennessee Chapter member Bill Rolen has recently commenced occasional gatherings
of the Happy Hour Roundtable, which brings together
white patriots from different backgrounds to converse
over various topics. Rolen plans to grow these meetings until the crowd is big enough to invite local politicians and civic leaders for informal discussions about
various issues of common interest. Twelve people attended the June 23 roundtable gathering at a fish and
chips restaurant.
West Tennessee Chapter contact: cofcceditor@
gmail.com.

Contact: P.O. Box 160, Parishville, NY 13672-0160
We are currently looking for a chapter leader in
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The Middle Tennessee Chapter, CofCC Steering
Committee is engaged in an ongoing effort to recruit
new chapter members and increase the involvement
of chapter members. We are also soliciting their suggestions for chapter activities.
A chapter meeting is planned for August 2011. All
chapter members and activists in the area are invited
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to participate.
Contact: rjustinlee@yahoo.com
The East TN Chapter, CofCC, will henceforth be
designated as the “State of Franklin Chapter”. The
area was a sovereign state for several years during the
1780s when it “seceded” from North Carolina because
NC was not protecting the area from Indian attacks.
The experiment did not prove viable and the State of
Franklin then became part of the then new state of TN.

and goals were established to advocate for the dispossessed white majority. Discussions ranged from local
politics, religion and welfare, to the possibility of mass
demonstrations. An agreement was reached concerning common goals.
The Chapter is becoming involved with “White Pride
Enterprises” of New Tazewell in setting up co-ops of
goods and trades amongst interested people in the
area. This is seen as a means to develop ties to overcome any future economic difficulties in the area.
This activity has resulted in a seven-fold increase
in the number of Chapter activists, and the Chapter is
exuberant with faith and confidence in the future, and
intends to keep the momentum going.
The New Tazewell area field activity involving immigration issues has been suspended since the Field
Director has moved out of the area. A replacement is
being sought.
Contact: awesomeopposum@hotmail.com

VIRGINIA
Chapter activity has increased exponentially in the
last few months with the cooperative involvement of
other activists located throughout the Southern Appalachians. We hope build an activist community in
region.
On June 18th, a monumental meeting took place
with dozens of activists in attendance from a variety
of backgrounds and organizations. Common missions

The Tri-City VA Chapter covers Richmond but primarily the area just south of Richmond, VA. The chapter is new and is in the rebuilding phase, attracting
and energizing new members. Mark Hopkins, Chapter
Director and his wife Valerie are attending many Tea
Party and Second Amendment events.
In May, ten members attended an “End Illegal Immigration” protest in Petersburg outside the “Petersburg
House of Equality” (PHOE). PHOE volunteers were
meeting illegal aliens and educating them on welfare
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benefits, public school enrollments, and obtaining free
healthcare at hospital emergency rooms. The Chapter
members waved American flags, and sang “God Bless
America” and “Dixie” for three hours, successfully disrupting the conclave of illegal aliens and their enablers
and sending them away.
Mr. Hopkins plans on attending CofCC events outside of his region, and he plans on holding joint activities with the National Capital Area chapter including
protests and fellowship. Activity will be concentrated
on Southern Heritage defense, protesting any assistance to illegal aliens, Gay Marriage issues, and White
Rights issues.
Contact: vgnk9@aol.com
If you are in the Roanoke, VA area and would like
to get more involved, please contact Kevin at kevinfwalker@mail.com.
AR Contact: PO Box 56653, Little Rock, AR 72205
OH Contact: PO Box 39233, Solon, Ohio 44139

Hudson Flower Shop
P.O. Box 585
Calhoun City, Mississippi
“on the square”
662-628-5452

Books to open the mind, brought to you by the publishers of American Renaissance.
entrenched part of university and
corporate life.
This book would shake the convictions of the most fanatical partisans of affirmative action—if only
they had the courage to read it.

pieties with unmatched wit and
ferocity. This is the very best of his
writing about race, immigration,
and America’s future.

“This is a collection of Sam’s most
provocative, controversial—and to
his critics, most infuriating—work.
It is essential reading for understanding the importance of race
in politics, and demonstrates why
Sam Francis remains so influential
on the American right.”
— Jerry Woodruff, Editor, Middle American News

“There are entire libraries of
books and articles on affirmative
action, but if I had to choose a single
one, it would be Steven Farron’s
The Affirmative Action Hoax. It is a
stellar scholarly performance.”
— Robert Weissberg, Professor
of Political Science, Emeritus, University of Illinois, Urbana
Softcover, 334 pp., $24.95.

This is the definitive critique of
the grotesque, anti-white policies
that go under the name of “affirmative action.” Steven Farron
ruthlessly exposes the deceptions
and self-deceptions that are now an

“No one can match Steven Farron
for thoroughness, clarity, and utter
disregard for taboos. There is no
better introduction to the subject
of racial preferences.”
— Jared Taylor, Editor, American
Renaissance

Introduction by Jared Taylor
Softcover, 119 pp., $13.95.

Until his untimely death in 2005,
Sam Francis was unquestionably
the most profound and original
thinker in racialist circles. He was
famous for skewering conventional

“Nothing engaged Sam’s analytical and expository talents more
than the science and politics of
race. No subject was more vital in
his lifetime, nor more taboo.”
— Peter Brimelow, Editor,
Vdare.com

Books are available, at the prices indicated, with no charge for postage.
Make check payable to American Renaissance, Box 527, Oakton, VA 22124. Or order online at www.AmRen.com (703) 716-0900.
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